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Abstract

This paper presents a Native Language Iden-
tification (NLI) system based on TF-IDF
weighting schemes and using linear classi-
fiers - support vector machines, logistic re-
gressions and perceptrons. The system was
one of the participants of the 2013 NLI Shared
Task in the closed-training track, achieving
0.814 overall accuracy for a set of 11 native
languages. This accuracy was only 2.2 per-
centage points lower than the winner’s perfor-
mance. Furthermore, with subsequent evalua-
tions using 10-fold cross-validation (as given
by the organizers) on the combined training
and development data, the best average accu-
racy obtained is 0.8455 and the features that
contributed to this accuracy are the TF-IDF of
the combined unigrams and bigrams of words.

1 Introduction

Native Language Identification (NLI) is the task of
automatically identifying the native language of a
writer based on the writer’s foreign language pro-
duction. The task is modeled as a classification task
in which automatic methods have to assign class la-
bels (native languages) to objects (texts). NLI is by
no means trivial and it is based on the assumption
that the mother tongue influences Second Language
Acquisition (SLA) and production (Lado, 1957).

When an English native speaker hears someone
speaking English, it is not difficult for him/her to
identify if this person is a native speaker or not.
Moreover, it is, to some extent, possible to assert
the mother tongue of non-native speakers by his/hers

pronunciation patterns, regardless of their language
proficiency. In NLI, the same principle that seems
intuitive for spoken language, is applied to text. If
it is true that the mother tongue of an individual in-
fluences speech production, it should be possible to
identify these traits in written language as well.

NLI methods are particularly relevant for lan-
guages with a significant number of foreign speak-
ers, most notably, English. It is estimated that
the number of non-native speakers of English out-
numbers the number of native speakers by two to
one (Lewis et al., 2013). The written production
of non-native speakers is abundant on the Internet,
academia, and other contexts where English is used
as lingua franca.

This study presents the system that participated in
the 2013 NLI Shared Task (Tetreault et al., 2013)
under the name Cologne-Nijmegen. The novel as-
pect of the system is the use of TF-IDF weighting
schemes. For this study, we experimented with a
number of algorithms and features. Linear SVM and
logistic regression achieved the best accuracies on
the combined features of unigrams and bigrams of
words. The rest of the paper will explain in detail
the features, methods and results achieved.

2 Motivation

There are two main reasons to study NLI. On one
hand, there is a strong linguistic motivation, particu-
larly in the field of SLA and on the other hand, there
is the practical relevance of the task and its integra-
tion to a number of computational applications.

The linguistic motivation of NLI is the possibil-
ity of using classification methods to study the inter-
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play between native and foreign language acquisi-
tion and performance (Wong and Dras, 2009). One
of the SLA theories that investigate these phenom-
ena is contrastive analysis, which is used to explain
why some structures of L2 are more difficult to ac-
quire than others (Lado, 1957).

Contrastive analysis postulates that the difficulty
in mastering L2 depends on the differences between
L1 and L2. In the process of acquiring L2, lan-
guage transfer (also known as L1 interference) oc-
curs and speakers apply knowledge from their na-
tive language to a second language, taking advan-
tage of their similarities. Computational methods
applied to L2 written production can function as a
corpus-driven method to level out these differences
and serve as a source of information for SLA re-
searchers. It can also be used to provide more tar-
geted feedback to language learners about their er-
rors.

NLI is also a relevant task in computational lin-
guistics and researchers have turned their attention
to it in the last few years. The task is often regarded
as a part of a broader task of authorship profiling,
which consists of the application of automatic meth-
ods to assert information about the writer of a given
text, such as age, gender as well native language.
Authorship profiling is particularly useful for foren-
sic linguistics.

Automatic methods of NLI may be integrated in
NLP applications such as spam detection or machine
translation. NLP tasks such as POS tagging and
parsing might also benefit from NLI, as these re-
sources are trained on standard language written by
native speakers. These tools can be more accurate to
tag non-native speaker’s text if trained with L2 cor-
pora.

3 Related Work

In the last years, a couple of attempts at identifying
native language have been described in the literature.
Tomokiyo and Jones (2001) uses a Naive Bayes al-
gorithm to classify transcribed data from three native
languages: Chinese, Japanese and English. The al-
gorithm reached 96% accuracy when distinguishing
native from non-native texts and 100% when distin-
guishing English native speakers from Chinese na-
tive speakers.

Koppel et al. (2005) used machine learning to
identify the native languages of non-native English
speakers with five different mother tongues (Bul-
garian, Czech, French, Russian, and Spanish), us-
ing data retrieved from the International Corpus of
Learner English (ICLE) (Granger et al., 2009). The
features used in this study were function words,
character n-grams, and part-of-speech (POS) bi-
grams.

Tsur and Rappoport (2007) investigated the influ-
ence of the phonology of a writer’s mother tongue
through native language syllables modelled by char-
acter bigrams. Estival et al. (2007) addressed NLI as
part of authorship profiling. Authors aim to attribute
10 different characteristics of writers by analysing
a set of English e-mails. The study reports around
84% accuracy in distinguishing e-mails written by
English Arabic and Spanish L1 speakers.

SVM, the algorithm that achieved the best results
in our experiments, was also previously used in NLI
(Kochmar, 2011). In this study, the author identi-
fied error types that are typical for speakers of differ-
ent native languages. She compiled a set of features
based on these error types to improve the classifica-
tion’s performance.

Recently, the TOEFL11 corpus was compiled to
serve as an alternative to the ICLE corpus (Tetreault
et al., 2012). Authors argue that TOEFL11 is more
suitable to NLI than ICLE. This study also experi-
mented with different features to increase results in
NLI and reports best accuracy results of 90.1% on
ICLE and 80.9% on TOEFL11.

4 Methods

We approach the task of native language identifica-
tion as a kind of text classification. In text classifica-
tion, decisions and choices have to be made at three
levels. First, how do we use the training and devel-
opment data? Second, what features do we extract
and how do we select the most informative ones?
Third, which machine learning algorithms perform
best and which parameters can we tune under the
constraints of memory and time? In the following
subsections, we answer these questions.
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4.1 Dataset: TOEFL11
The dataset used for the shared task is called
TOEFL11 (Blanchard et al., 2013). It consists of
12,100 English essays (about 300 to 400 words long)
from the Test of English as a Foreign Language
(TOEFL). The essays are written by 11 native lan-
guage speakers (L1). Table 1 shows the 11 na-
tive languages. Each essay is labelled with an En-
glish language proficiency level (high, medium, or
low) based on the judgments of human assessment
specialists. We used 9,900 essays for training data
and 1,100 for development (parameter tuning). The
shared task organizers kept 1,100 essays for testing.

Table 1: TOEFL11

L1 languages Arabic, Chinese,
French, German,
Hindi, Italian,
Japanese, Korean,
Spanish, Telugu,
Turkish

# of essays per L1
900 for training
100 for validating
100 for testing

4.2 Features
We explored different kinds and combinations of
features that we assumed to be different for different
L1 speakers and that are also commonly used in the
NLI literature (Koppel et al., 2005; Tetreault et al.,
2012). Table 2 shows the sources of the features we
considered. Unigrams and bigrams of words are ex-
plored separately and in combination. One through
four grams of part of speech tags have also been ex-
plored. For POS tagging of the essays, we applied
the default POS tagger from NLTK (Bird, 2006).

Spelling errors have also been treated as features.
We used the collection of words in Peter Norvig’s
website1 as a reference dictionary. The collection
consists of about a million words. It is a concate-
nation of several public domain books from Project
Gutenberg and lists of most frequent words from
Wiktionary and the British National Corpus.

Character n-grams have also been explored for
both the words in the essays and for words with

1http://norvig.com/spell-correct.html

spelling errors. The maximum n-gram size consid-
ered is six.

All features, consisting of either characters or
words or part-of-speech tags or their combinations,
are mapped into normalized numbers (norm L2).
For the mapping, we use TF-IDF, a weighting tech-
nique popular in information retrieval but which is
also finding its use in text classification. Features
that occurred in less than 5 of the essays or those
that occurred in more than 50% of the essays are
removed (all characters are in lower case). These
cut-off values are experimentally selected.

Table 2: A summary of features used in our experiments

Word n-grams Unigrams and bigrams of
words present in the es-
says.

POS n-grams One up to four grams of
POS tags present in the
essays; tagging is done
using default NLTK tag-
ger (Bird, 2006).

Character n-grams One up to six grams of
characters in each essay.

Spelling errors All words that are not
found in the dictionary
of Peter Norvig’s spelling
corrector.

4.2.1 Term Frequency (TF)

Term Frequency refers to the number of times a
particular term appears in an essay. In our experi-
ments, terms are n-grams of characters, words, part-
of-speech tags or any combination of them. The
intuition is that a term that occurs more frequently
identifies/specifies the essay better than another term
that occurs less frequently. This seems a useful
heuristic but what is the relationship between the fre-
quency of a term and its importance to the essay?
From among many relationships, we selected a log-
arithmic relationship (sublinear TF scaling) (Man-
ning et al., 2008):

wft,e =

{
1 + log(tft,e) if tft,e > 0

0 otherwise
(1)
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where wft,e refers to weight and tft,e refers to the
frequency of term t in essay e.

The wft,e weight tells us the importance of a term
in an essay based on its frequency. But not all terms
that occur more frequently in an essay are equally
important. The effective importance of a term also
depends on how infrequent the term is in other es-
says and this intuition is handled by Inverse Docu-
ment Frequency(IDF).

4.2.2 Inverse Document Frequency(IDF)
Inverse Document Frequency (IDF) quantifies the

intuition that a term which occurs in many essays
is not a good discriminator, and should be given
less weight than one which occurs in fewer essays.
In mathematical terms, IDF is the log of the in-
verse probability of a term being found in any essay
(Salton and McGill, 1984):

idf(ti) = log
N

ni
, (2)

where N is the number of essays in the corpus,
and term ti occurs in ni of them. IDF gives a new
weight when combined with TF to form TF-IDF.

4.2.3 TF–IDF
TF–IDF combines the weights of TF and IDF

by multiplying them. TF gives more weight to a
frequent term in an essay and IDF downscales the
weight if the term occurs in many essays. Equation
3 shows the final weight that each term of an essay
gets before normalization.

wi,e = (1 + log(tft,e))× log(N/ni) (3)

Essay lengths are usually different and this has an
impact on term weights. To abstract from different
essay lengths, each essay feature vector is normal-
ized to unit length. After normalization, the result-
ing essay feature vectors are fed into classifiers.

4.3 Classifiers

We experimented with three linear classifiers - lin-
ear support vector machines, logistic regression and
perceptrons - all from scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al.,
2011). These algorithms are suitable for high dimen-
sional and sparse data (text data is high dimensional
and sparse). In the following paragraphs, we briefly

describe the algorithms and the parameter values we
selected.

SVMs have been explored systematically for text
categorization (Joachims, 1998). An SVM classi-
fier finds a hyperplane that separates examples into
two classes with maximal margin (Cortes and Vap-
nik, 1995) (Multi-classes are handled by multi one-
versus-rest classifiers). Examples that are not lin-
early separable in the feature space are mapped to a
higher dimension using kernels. In our experiments,
we used a linear kernel and a penalty parameter of
value 1.0.

In its various forms, logistic regression is also
used for text classification (Zhang et al., 2003;
Genkin et al., 2007; Yu et al., 2011) and native
language identification (Tetreault et al., 2012). Lo-
gistic regression classifies data by using a decision
boundary, determined by a linear function of the fea-
tures. For the implementation of the algorithm, we
used the LIBLINEAR open source library (Fan et
al., 2008) from scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011)
and we fixed the regularization parameter to 100.0.

For baseline, we used a perceptron classifier
(Rosenblatt, 1957). Perceptron (or single layer net-
work) is the simplest form of neural network. It is
designed for linear separation of data and works well
for text classification. The number of iterations of
the training algorithm is fixed to 70 and the rest of
parameters are left with their default values.

5 Results and Discussion

For each classifier, we ran ten-fold cross-validation
experiments. We divided the training and develop-
ment data into ten folds using the same fold splitting
ids as requested by the shared task organizers and
also as used in (Tetreault et al., 2012). Nine of the
folds were used for training and the tenth for test-
ing the trained model. This was repeated ten times
with each fold being held out for testing. The per-
formance of the classifiers on different features are
presented in terms of average accuracy.

Table 3 gives the average accuracies based on
the TF-IDF of word and character n-grams. Lin-
ear SVM gives the highest accuracy of 84.55% us-
ing features extracted from unigrams and bigrams
of words. Logistic regression also gives comparable
accuracy of 84.45% on the same features.
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Table 3: Cross-validation results; accuracy in %

N-gram
Linear
SVM

Logistic
Regression

Perceptron

Words
1 74.73 74.18 65.45
2 80.91 80.27 75.45

1 and 2 84.55 84.45 78.82
(1 and 2)* 83.36 83.27 78.73
* minus country and language names
Characters

1 18.45 19.27 9.09
2 43.27 40.82 10.36
3 71.36 68.00 36.91
4 80.36 79.91 59.64
5 83.09 82.64 73.91
6 84.09 84.00 76.45

The size of the feature vector of unigrams and bi-
grams of words is 73,6262. For each essay, only a
few of the features have non-zero values. Which
features are active and most discriminating in the
classifiers? Table 4 shows the ten most informative
features for the 10th run in the cross-validation (as
picked up linear SVM).

Table 4: Ten most informative features for each L1

ARA many reasons / from / self / advertisment / , and /
statment / any / thier / alot of / alot

CHI in china / hold / china / time on / may / taiwan / just /
still / , the / . take

FRE french / conclude , / even if / in france / france / to
conclude / indeed , / ... / . indeed / indeed

GER special / furthermore / might / germany / , because /
have to / . but / - / often / , that

HIN which / and concept / various / hence / generation / &
/ towards / then / its / as compared

ITA in italy / , for / infact / that a / italy / i think / in fact /
italian / think that / :

JPN , and / i disagree / is because / . it / . if / i think /
japan , / japanese / in japan / japan

KOR . however / however , / even though / however / these
days / various / korea , / korean / in korea / korea

SPA an specific / because is / moment / , etc / going to / ,
is / necesary / , and / diferent / , but

TEL
may not / the statement / every one / days / the above
/ where as / with out / when compared / i conclude /
and also

TUR ages / istanbul / addition to / conditions / enough / in
turkey / the life / ; / . because / turkey

The ten most informative features include coun-
2features that occur less than 5 times or that occur in more

than 50% of the essays are removed from the vocabulary

try and language names. For example, for Japanese
and Korean L1s, four of the ten top features include
Korea or Korean in the unigrams or bigrams. How
would the classification accuracy decrease if we re-
moved mentions of country or language names?

We made a list of the 11 L1 language names and
the countries where they are mainly spoken (for ex-
ample, German, Germany, French, France, etc.). We
considered this list as stop words (i.e. removed them
from corpus) and ran the whole classification exper-
iments. The new best accuracy is 83.36% ( a loss of
just 1.2% ). Table 3 shows the new accuracies for all
classifiers. The new top ten features mostly consist
of function words and some spelling errors. Table 5
shows all of the new top ten features.

The spelling errors seem to have been influenced
by the L1 languages, especially for French and
Spanish languages. The English words example
and developed have similar sounding/looking equiv-
alents in French (exemple and développé) . Simi-
larly, the English words necessary and different have
similar sounding/looking words in Spanish (nece-
sario and diferente). These spelling errors made it
to the top ten features. But how discriminating are
they on their own?

Table 5: Ten most informative features (minus country
and language names) for each L1

ARA many reasons / from / self / advertisment / , and /
statment / any / thier / alot of / alot

CHI and more / hold / more and / time on / taiwan / may /
just / still / . take / , the

FRE conclude / exemple / developped / conclude , / even
if / to conclude / indeed , / ... / . indeed / indeed

GER has to / special / furthermore / might / , because /
have to / . but / - / often / , that

HIN and concept / which / various / hence / generation / &
/ towards / then / its / as compared

ITA possibility / probably / particular / , for / infact / that
a / i think / in fact / think that / &

JPN i agree / the opinion / tokyo / two reasons / is because
/ , and / i disagree / . it / . if / i think

KOR creative / , many / ’s / . also / . however / even though
/ however , / various / however / these days

SPA activities / an specific / moment / , etc / going to / , is
/ necesary / , and / diferent / , but

TEL
may not / the statement / every one / days / the above
/ where as / when compared / with out / i conclude /
and also

TUR enjoyable / being / ages / addition to / istanbul /
enough / conditions / the life / ; / . because

We ran experiments with features extracted from
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Table 6: Confusion matrix: Best accuracy is for German (95%) and the worst is for Hindi (72%)

ARA CHI FRE GER HIN ITA JPN KOR SPA TEL TUR
ARA 83 1 4 1 1 3 1 2 3 1 0
CHI 0 88 2 0 2 0 2 5 1 0 0
FRE 3 0 88 2 1 2 0 1 2 0 1
GER 2 0 1 95 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
HIN 2 1 1 1 72 0 0 0 2 18 3
ITA 0 0 6 3 0 84 0 0 6 0 1
JPN 1 2 0 1 1 0 84 10 0 0 1

KOR 0 3 0 2 3 0 8 81 1 1 1
SPA 6 2 5 2 0 4 0 0 79 0 2
TEL 0 0 0 0 16 0 1 0 0 83 0
TUR 1 1 0 1 3 0 0 0 1 0 93

only spelling errors. For comparison, we also ran
experiments with POS tags with and without their
words. None of these experiments beat the best ac-
curacy obtained using unigram and bigram of words
- not even the unigram and bigram of POS tagged
words. See table 7 for the obtained results.

Table 7: Cross-validation results; accuracy in %

N-gram
Linear
SVM

Logistic
Regression

Perceptron

POS
1 17.00 17.09 9.09
2 43.45 40.00 11.18
3 55.27 53.55 35.36
4 56.09 56.18 48.64

POS + Word
1 75.09 74.18 64.09
2 80.45 80.64 76.18

1 and 2 83.00 83.36 79.09
Spelling errors - characters

1 20.36 21.00 9.09
2 34.09 32.64 9.73
3 47.00 44.64 26.82
4 50.82 48.09 41.64

1–4 51.82 48.27 34.18
words 42.73 39.45 28.73

All our reported results so far have been global
classification results. Table 6 shows the confusion
matrix for each L1. The best accuracy is 95% for
German and the worst is for Hindi (72%). Hindi
is classified as Telugu (18%) of the times and Tel-
ugu is classified as Hindi 16% of the times and
only one Telugu essay is classified as any other than
Hindi. More generally, the confusion matrix seems
to suggest that geographically closer countries are
more confused with each other: Hindi and Telugu,

Japanese and Korean, Chinese and Korean.
The best accuracy (84.55%) obtained in our ex-

periments is higher than the state-of-the-art accuracy
reported in (Tetreault et al., 2012) (80.9%). But the
features we used are not different from those com-
monly used in the literature (Koppel et al., 2005;
Tetreault et al., 2012) (n-grams of characters or
words). The novel aspect of our system is the use
of TF-IDF weighting on all of the features including
on unigrams and bigrams of words.

TF-IDF weighting has already been used in na-
tive language identification (Kochmar, 2011; Ahn,
2011). But its importance has not been fully ex-
plored. Experiments in Kochmar (2011) were lim-
ited to character grams and in a binary classifica-
tion scenario. Experiments in Ahn (2011) applied
TF-IDF weighting to identify content words and
showed how their removal decreased performance
(Ahn, 2011). By contrast, in this paper, we applied
TF-IDF weighting consistently to all features - same
type features (e.g. unigrams) or combined features
(e.g. unigram and bigrams).

How would the best accuracy change if TF-IDF
weighting is not applied? Table 8 shows the changes
to the best average accuracies with and without
TF/IDF weighting for the three classifiers.

Table 8: The importance of TF-IDF weighting

TF IDF SVM LR Perceptron
Yes Yes 84.55 84.45 78.82
Yes No 80.82 80.73 63.18
No Yes 82.36 82.27 78.82
No No 79.18 78.55 56.36
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6 Conclusions

This paper has presented the system that participated
in the 2013 NLI Shared Task in the closed-training
track. Cross-validation testing on the TOEFL11 cor-
pus showed that the system could achieve an accu-
racy of about 84.55% in categorizing unseen essays
into one of the eleven L1 languages.

The novel aspect of the system is the use
of TF-IDF weighting schemes on features –
which could be any or combination of n-gram
words/characters/POS tags. The feature combina-
tion that gave the best accuracy is the TF-IDF of
unigrams and bigrams of words. The next best fea-
ture class is the TF-IDF of 6-gram characters , which
achieved 84.09%, very close to 84.55%. Both lin-
ear support vector machines and logistic regression
classifiers have performed almost equally.

To improve performance in NLI, future work
should examine new features that can classify ge-
ographically or typologically related languages such
as Hindi and Telugu. Future work should also ana-
lyze the information obtained in NLI experiments to
quantify and investigate differences in the usage of
foreign language lexicon or grammar according to
the individual’s mother tongue.
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